
HT-1220

Finally, a magic wand that makes stress and muscle 
tension disappear.

Stress and muscle pain have a way of affecting everyone differently. Whether its soreness in your neck, 

tightness between your shoulder blades or tired and aching feet and hands, the Human Touch™ HT-1220 

acuvibe™ personal massager makes it all go away right before your very eyes.

This compact, cordless (and dare we say, cute) handheld massager provides fast, effective and pinpoint relief 

wherever and whenever you need it. Unlike other massagers, the acuvibe focuses 100 percent of its exclusive 

oscillation energy in the massage head, not in your hands. So, instead of a numb hand, you enjoy targeted 

relief from sore, tense muscles anywhere stress affects your body. And its powerful motor is whisper-quiet and 

runs up to 45 minutes on a single charge – over twice as long as other cordless massagers – making it perfect 

for the car, office and carry-on bag. Just flick it on, wave it over sore, tight muscles, and, abracadabra – stress 

and soreness disappears! 
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More Features For More Comfort

One hand. One acuvibe. 
One great massage. 

Want an effective, targeted massage anytime, anywhere? Just reach for the acuvibe and 
wave goodbye to stress and muscle soreness.
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Model number:   

FLEX-NODE MASSAGE HEAD
Flexible, “power-spring” mounted 
massage head delivers exclusive 
oscillation massage for therapeutic 
relief of sore, tight muscles.

PORTABLE CONVENIENCE
Lightweight, ergonomic and 
rechargeable NiCad batteries 
provide up to 45 minutes of use on 
a single charge – over twice as long 
as other cordless massagers.

POWERFUL MOTOR
A whisper-quiet motor with powerful 
vibration provides for deep relaxation.

TARGETED RELIEF
Vibration-dampening focuses energy 
in massage head instead of in your 
hand, like many other portable 
massagers.

Powerful massaging motor is vibration-dampened and whisper-quiet.

Effective for easing pain and tension in stiff, sore muscles.

Soft, spring-mounted “flex-node” massage head

On/Off switch is always in thumb’s reach Power light indicates 
rechargeable battery 
charge state

Ergonomic grip for effortless control
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